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Abstract

A linear differential equation for the change of sj-tctral density

can be expressed by

d

S- S(; u, x, y, t) = A(w, u(t, x, y)) - B(w, u(t, x, y))- S(o; u, x, y, t)

where S(w; u, x, y, t) is the spectrum, and the terms A(o, u(t,a , y)) and

B(c, u(t, x, y)), can be considered to be due to the rhilips type of

resonance and the Miles surface instability growth theory, respectively.

To determine these functions, the spectra computed from wave records

obtained by the British weather ships, "Weather Reporter" and

"Weather Explorer" were used. Also, to make up for the lack of a

full range of those data, results obtained in the field study of Snyder

and Cox were used.

The spectral growth equation was then extended by an appro -

priate assumption for energy dissipation. The derived spectral

growth agrees with the growth of waves obtained by Sverdrup and

Munk in the wave height sense, and the spectra grow in roughly the

way postulated by Neumann. The results of this study show that about

30 hours are required to reach 90% of the fully developed significant

wave height for a 40 knot wind measured at 19.5 m. Also about 600

nautical miles are needed for 90% full development for a 40 knot

wind velocity at 19.5 m. The family of partially developed sea spectra

is shown for wind velocities from 20 knots to 45 knots in 5-knot incre-

ments for both the duration limited and fetch limited conditions.

"ell



In the process of obtaining the spectral growth equation, the

Miles mechanism growth rate had to be increased :--- a factor of
* eight compoared to the valuzes calcul-ated exactly from the theory, and

one -twentiethn of the Phillips growth rate, as originally estimated

aff by Phillips, was used.
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1 Introduction

The need for the study of ocean waves has increased rapidly

owing to increased needs in fields like naval architecture, optimum

ship routing and coastal engineering. One of the most important problems

is the forecasting of sea surface conditions. 'any important contri-

butions were made by scientists after World War II that have clarified

the nature of the sea. There are still nmny dif ic-lties since ocean

wave prrblems are not simple, mainly because of the complexity of the

turbulence at the interface of the atmosphere and the ocean

Since the introduction of the wave spectrum concept, ocean wave

studies have mad' amnarkable progress. New practical 'wave fore-

casting methods using the spectrun, were v-elcomed. The techniques

agreed with observations to some degree, but -.zany defects were

pointed out. Later, more observations were obtained, and the snectral

form of the fully developed sea was studied more carefully.

Wave forecasting had been done by -using an empirical spectral

growth relationship. In the late 19 5015. two kinus of wave generation

mechanisms were proposed. In this paper, an attempt to determine

spectral wave growth is reported by the application of two modiffied

wave generation mechanisms based on the theories of Miles and

Phillips.

2. istory

For twenty years or more, the study of ocean waves has pro -

gressed remarkably. This -progress was initiated by Sverdrup and

u{ink (1947) in the study of forecasting waves by introducing a new



I concept of wave height, the significant wave height. The relation be -

tween the wind and the ocean wave was investigated by means of

non-dimensional parameters based on steepness and wave age. They

presented a wave forecasting method based on these conceats.

Later, the concept of wave spectra (Pierson, 1952) was able

to describe the complex phenomenon of ocean waves. Since then,

ocean waves have been treated as a composition 01 many components,

2E and not as a sinusoidal or reguiarly shaped wave.

Longuet-Higgins (1952) presented statistical relationships for

the average height of the one -tenth highest wave, the significant wave

heigbt, and the mean wave height in terms of the variance of the

wave record.

Then Neumann (1953) presented a spectral form for the

waves and the co-cumulative spectra! curve as derived from many

visual observations and a record obtained off Long Branch, New

Jersey. This spectrunn was a great step forward -n ocean wave fore -

casting, and it was used in a praci~cal wave forecasting manual by

Pierson, Neuma=n and James ( 955).

Bretschneider (1952) revised - e Sverdrup-Munk forecasting

technicue. Thus. the two rnain schools of wave forecasting techniues

were proposed: (i) the siznificant wave height method by Sverdrup,

M-amk and Bretschneider, and (I wave spectru e by Pierson,

Ne'nann and James (1955).

As the observations of waves increased, spectral forms were

proposed by Darbyshire (!955, 1957). Bretschneider (1959), and

ma.ny others. Darbyshire also concluded that thi. sign-iflicant vave
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height was proportional to the square of the wind velocity against

the 2.5. power results of Neu ann (1953). Later, Moskowitz

(1964) obtained the square law. The discrepancies between the

various wave heights and the various proposed spectra were atudi-ed

by Pierson (1964) in terms of the wind profile instead of the wind

measured at a constant height, and the wind profie effect bringsr

the various proposed results into closer agreement. These dis-

crepanzies were also discussed by Walden in Ocean Wave Spectra

(1963).

Phaillips (l958 has found the general character of the equili-

bri-im r-ge of the spectrum. A form of Cci w /w derived for

the equilibri-- range, where a is a constant, g is the gravitational

acceleration and w is the angular frequency. Pierson and Moskowitz

(1964) then proposed the spectral form given by

2 -AgwI4S(o-) = e - "Ngkmi4  (2. 1

wheen a= 8.10 x 10t B = 0.74 and u is t wi velocity at

1 X5 M height. This spec-tr - wa- s based on the srnre-v- theor.y

given by l-taigorodskii (1961) and on averages of selected spectra

for wind velocities near 20, 25. 30, 35, and 40.1ots.

Altlough there are various proposed wave spectral forms

for ;ary developed seas, t ey have not been explained in

terms of -av-e generalion mecha-isms. For the practical purpose

of wave forecasti-g (Baer, 1962. 1965) an empiriAl growth law

can be appLed. n" t:s paper, the growth rate will be StZed in

terms of the wave generation fechanisms.
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In general, three mechanisms have been proposed for wave

generation. The first one ic the asymmetry of the normal pressure

apattern over the wavy surface. The second is an instability at the

interface of the atmosphere and the water, and the third is a

resrnance raechanism between the atmospheric pressure fluctuation

and the sea.

The first mechanism was proposed by Jeffreys (1925). When

the wind blows over the waves which are supposed to exist already,

the wind produces a variable pressure distribution, which can be

visualized by thinking about the eddies formed on the lee side of the

wave crests. The wind adds pressure to the windward side, and

sucks on the lee side. This pressure distribution results in the theory

of the sheltering coefficient (given as 0.27 by Jeffreys). However,

experimental results measured above a solid wave model showed that

this value was too high by about one order of magnitude. Sverdrup

and Munk (1947) suggested that it was about 0.049. Another defect

is that the wave can grow only in the case of a wind velocity higher

than the wave phase velocity.

Due to this weak point, Sverdrup and Munk decided that they

should take into account not only normal stress but also the tangential

stress acting on the sea surface, and they showed that the waves

could grow even if the waves moved faster than the wind. By assum-

ing that all the energy transferred to the water by the tangential stress

produced waves and not currents, the calculations agreed with

the magnitude of the observed wave heights.

However, another problem arose because the tangential stress

causes the wave to be rotational. In ocean waves, irrotationality
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is mostly found, especially in the early stage of development.

From the point of view of irrotationality, normal pressures

influence wave generation in the early generating rtage. As mentioned

before, Jeffreys considered only normal pressure which seems

adequate with reference to irrotationality. However, the empirical

assumption of a sheltering coefficient was introduced. Moreover, an

important assumption was made that the wave was already in exist-

ence. if there were no wave, the pressure distribution would be

uniform over the sea surface and induce no sheltering coefficient.

The waves would not grow if the sea was at rest initially.

Phillips (1957) studied the generation of waves by a turbulent

wind. According to his theory, waves can grow from an initial calm,

and waves develop rapidly by the resonance mechanism which occurs

when a component of the surface pressure distribution moves at the

same speed as the free surface wave with the same wave nunber.

With another approach, Miles (1957) overcame the uncertain

assumptions which were involved in the concepts of the sheltering

coefficient and the tangential energy transfer. The amplitude and

phase of the pressure fluctuations can be computed in terms of the

characteristics of the wind profile with no unknown constants. The

energy transfer from the wind to the waves is calculated, with the

result that the mean rate at which energy is transferred from a

parallel shear flow to a surface wave is proportional .o the curvature

of the wind profile at the height for which the mean wind velocity is

the same as the phase velocity and inversely proportional to the slope

of the wind profile.
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Thus we now know the spectral form for a fully developed sea,

and two theoretical wave generation mechanisms. A study of wave

growth in terms of these theories should improve practical forecasting.

3. Phillips resonance theory and Miles instability theory

The resonance mechanism will be discussed first. The atmo-

spheric eddies are associated with random stress fluctuations on the

surface, both normal pressures ad tangential shear stresses. The

eddies are advected by the mean velocity of the wind, and at the same

time they develop, interact and decay, so that the associated stress

distribution moves over the water surface with a certain convection

velocity dependent upon the velocity of the wind and changes in time.

This stress distribution contains components with a very

large range of wave numbers, and each component is convected at

a different speed. These components of the pressure fluctuations

acting on the sea surface generate small forced oscillations, and the

amplitude of any component of the surface displacement depends upon

the amplitude of the corresponding component of the forcing pressure

fluctuations. However, the response of the water surface to the various

components of the pressure field is not uniform, because certain

combi-ations of wave number and frequency of the components of the

sea are excited more rapidly than others. Ths resonance feeds more

energy to that particular component.

Assume that the pressure fluctuations and the displacement of

the sea surface are stationary random functions of position. By intro-

ducing a Fourier -.Stieltjes integral, the displacement of the sea surface

in terms of a random prosess A( K, t).



and the two-dimensional instantaneous spectrum of the surface displace-

ment is expressed by the Fourier transform of the covariance function

R(r) = t(x) a(x +r) (3.2)

Then the spectrum of the sea can be shown as

S( Xt dA(K,t) A*fKt) (3.3)

Sfiiilarly, the spectrum of the surf~ace pressure fluctuations

can be written in the form

dZ (~tl dw (K tv+ t)ll(K ,t) = dic 1 dK2 (3.4)

The potential equation can then be obtained under the as -

sumption of irrotational motion in the water.

When the sea is at rest initially, the solution is shown as

cLAI K t) = d(t)[exp{-i(n1 - n,)(-r - t))

-exp{-i(n, + n?)(r - t)}]dT (3.5)

where n1  K *U

n. =(gK + K) 1

and T is the surface tension.

This shows how the amplitude of each Fourier -Stieltjes comn-

ponent of the wave depends upon the history of the given pressure

distribution from zero initial time.
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For the principal stage of development and for gravity waves,

the wave snectral function is

I , t) (3.6)
Z,4Pz g(U - c( )

where U is the convection speed of the atmospheric eddies, and

c(K) is the phase velocity of the wave with a component of wave

number K.

If U >> c(K) by a factor of 3 or 4, equation (3.6) becomes

-- Wt) H(____..K, t) (377)

For the mean square wave growth, this yields

2 t (3.8)
,F p 7Ug

where pC is the mean square pressure fluctuations.

The mean square pressure fluctuation is assumed from

oceanographic measurements to be given by

2" 9 x 10 3 Z2 u4 (3.9)

at 5 m height, where u* is a friction velocity. The friction

velocity is approximated as U = 18 u*.

Then (3.9) becomes

Z U 4

P 9 X 10-2 P 2 U4  (3.10)
a

and finally the expression for the mean square wave growth is

5 (3.11)
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Equation (3.7) was derived fror equation (3.6) under the

assumption that U >> c(K). The spectral growth is important

near the frequency where U Of c(K). The assumption made above is

not appropriate from this point of view. Equation (3.1]) then be -

comes

t (3.12)

Equation (3.12) has a singularity in the solution because

approaches plus infinity as U approaches c(K). The field study made

by Snyder and Cox (1965) suggests no evidence of this type of curve

for U near c(K). Thus the result (3.11) as modified is applied

later as the initial growth for all values of U.

Miles (1957) studied the wave generation mechanism in terms

of an instability theory. The vertical wind profile was assumed to

be some functions U(z), with no mean water motion due to the flow

of air over the sea surface, and the flows were considered to be

inviscid. Under these conditions, the energy is transferred by nor-

mal pressures.

The rate of energy extraction from the mean flow is

dE 9u
= - dz (3.13)

0

For an inviscid parallel flow, this leads to the following approxi-

mation:

Pa W Pa K " "wj (3.14)
z=z C

z=z
C
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where U" is the curvature of the wind profile at the height where

U = c and U' is the slope of the wind profile at the same height

above.

Then (3.13) becomes

at _ aL U"\ w(3.15)
Zz C

C

Thus, the reaan rate at which energy is transferred from a

parallel slear flow U(z) to a surface wave of wavelength

L = Z/K and wave phase speed c is proportional to the curva-

ture and inversely proportional to the slope of the wind profile

at the height where U = c.

From equation (3.15), the general tendency of wave com-

ponent growth is explained. The longer the wave component, or

the larger the phase velocity c, the slower the rate of energy

transfer. At first, the short waves will dominate.

One other conclusion of Miles is that measurements of the

pressure distribution on a stationary wave model with wind blow-

ing over it would not necessarily result in sheltering coefficients

that would be similar to those obtained if the wave surface were

moving at the speed c.

The essential feature of Miles' theory is that the air pressure

is out of phase with the water surface. The water surface is

= Lw {aei(k x - t ) } (3.16)

and the aerodynamical pressure exerted on a boundary defined by
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_a

(3.16) is

p =f&v{A(a + Zp (3.17)

whel-: a and are real, non-dimensional quantities depending on

the wind profile, pa is the density of the air, u1 is u/k (u* is

friction velocity and k is a Karrnan constant), and K is a wave

number.

The energy per wavelength transferred from the air to the

water is given by

E L=1T~paga c(~. JJ7+ sin4 3.8

where 4 is the angle by which the maximum air pressure leads the

wave tro 2gh, and

tanO = -Pa(3.19)

Then the maximum air pressure occurs before the wave trough,

and the mininrum occurs a little before the wave crest.

Miles (1959) evaluated the result of the mean energy transfer

rate in terms of an assumed logarithmic wind profile by introducing

a function [, and concluded that

10
zC c02

W=P Pa Y c[ Cos9 ) K SQC, O)cos O K dxdo (3.20)
2 o

where 0 is the angle between the wind and the direction of propa-

gation of the wave, and S(K, 0) is the power spectral density of

the surface displacement.
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4. Spectrum enuation

When the snectral value of a component is relatively small so

that nonlinear effects can be neglected, the differential equation for

the spectral growth can be expressed by

S(; . .Y) S(a t X W(CO)VS(ci;t7x, y)

= A(w;cu(t,x, y)) + B(;u(t,xy))- S(ca;t,x, y) (4.1)

where S(w;- t, x, y) is the spectral density of a frequency component,

and A and B are unknown functions of frequency and wind speed as

a function of space and time. In what follows, it will be assumed

that u is a constant and that the spectrum is either time -varying

or space -varying, but not both.

If the sea is at rest initially, then the spectrum is zero for

all wave numbers, or frequencies. The sea must grow by the

Phillips' resonance mechanism in which the first term of the last

expression, A(w;u) corresponds with this resonance mechanism.

Once the sea is formed, the Miles' instability growth mechanism

can have an effect as the second term, B(c; u) - S(w; t).

From equation (3.11), the mean square value of the sea sur-

face displacement is a linear function of time. So the term A(o, u)

can be considered to be

A~w~) 0035(Pa\9 9\pwI (4.2)

In the next section, the term B(w, u) S(o; t) is investigated

under the assumption that u is constant with respect to time. The

energy transfer rate by the normal pressure from shear flow is
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derived in the form of (3.20). However, the unknown function

P(c/U 1 cosO) is included. Miles (1959) showed some relation

between A and cIU1 with respect to a few different J values, where

21 = gzo/U and z is a roughness parameter. The fumction A(cIUlcosO)

should be known.

In this paper, only one dimensional spectral growth can be con-

sidered because observational data to be used are oni -dimensionaL

Thus equation (3.20) is integrated from -90* to +90* about the wind

direction.

Equation (3.20) thus becomes

z'C Cp Z s(K)xKdx (4.3)
P U;

0

From a dimensional analysis, (4.3) becomes

ogo

dE~~cai SQPa dcaji

0

or

where C' is a constant.

The constant C' and the fuction (cIU1 ) need to be determined

independently by observation. The (ciU1 ) fuction is considered to

- be expressed in the form of an ex-ponential function to keep the san-a

-= general form in ter ms of frequency that appeared in Miles (1959).

The energy rate of ge can be written as

Th osatC n h ucinPcU ne ob eenine
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aj s{0 D(u/c) z e u-.(4.5

where D, E, and n are constants and where the hillips' term

is onitted. These constants are to be obtained by using wave spectra

obtained from observations of waves made in the North Atlantic.

5 Data and prelii-ary anaysi_

The umknwn constants 0, ) , and n mst be deter--ined to get

the B(w, u)S[tVt) term in equatio= (4 1). Wave obsex-ations in the

North Atantic were used for this purpose.
The sectra obtaied fram wave records obtained by the British

weather aMps "Weather Reporter-" and -Weather Etnorer" were

stadied for the period fro April 1955 to March 1960. These waves

were measured with the Tucker 5 hpnbone wave recorder at the ocean

weather stations A, '4 , and K located as listed below:

Station A : 62 "N, 33"W

Station B : 59000, 19"W

Station j : 52.56N, Z0*W

Station K: A, I OW

From these wave data., 4#50 wave records were pi-_ked and
0.ectrair- "nled I-- Moskwitz. Piers on and Mehr 1962, 1963, 1-965).

Each record was approximmately Fifteen mint es lon-g and thie spectra

have a frequaency range from 0 to 0.333 cycles m-er second.- The wave

observations were made axt three or six hour intervaIs.

These 460 wave records include fully developed seas. growing

seas, decay v-,g seas and swe 1 s. For tis stmdy, only growing sea



spectra are required and little change of the meteorological conditions

is preferable.

From this point of view, three c.iteria were laid down: (i) the

sign.icat wave heigh'! was increasing, (i) the change of wind

velocity w less th-a two knots in three hours, (iii) the change of

-wnd irecton was less th;n 45 degrees within three hours. After

choosin -the spectra whi:ch-. passed the aove criter-, they were

cmecked again fom the spectral P- t of view. The spectra that con-

ad dominant values in the lower frequencv region, or swel, and

two or more signifipcan Peaks were rejected. Under these conditions,

only ten wave spectral pairs, or so, passed. The amount of data

:!at can be used to this study is not enough, but these final spectra

seem to be reaUy g-rowing stage spectra.

Equation (4I) has two unknown functions. The PhiMis' term,

M',ut). was expressed by equation (4.2) and changed into more

Preferable units for ease of comparison with the observed data.

The wind- velocity on -the British weather ships is measured at

19.5 m height and the spectra have their variance in -t as inte-

grated over a frequency ba with of 11180 sect. The value of

te A term was changed inthose Its, and the mean square sur-

face displacement was spread out r ornly over all frequency

m~nndwidths.

i these units, (C2) is expressed by

ActLS8XIO0'XU 1 0  ( f.tXhu )(51

where U.^ is a wind velocitv in knots at 19.5 m- This shows
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that even for quite high winds, say 40 knots, this term does not con-

tribute much to the wave spectrum in the stage for which observed

data were obtained. Furthermore, Longuet -Higgins et alt ob -

tained data that suggests the mean square pressure fluctuation as -

sumed by Phillips might be too high by a factor of ten to one hundred.

Therefore, for this part of the analysis, the A term can be sup-

posed to be very small so as to get the growth rate for the B term.

For this reason, the growth from one spectrum to the next was

treated as due only to the Miles term.

Figure 1 shows the growth rate against the variable U/c

U is the wind velocity in knots at 19.5m, c is the phase velocity

of the frequency, f, S0 is the initial spectrum, and S 1 is the

spectrum after At hours.

The plotted points show that the growth rates are smaller in

the region for U/c > 0.9. In that region, most of the spectra were

close to fully developed spectra, and growth rates were smaller.

In this study, nonlinear effects are probably important for U/c > 0.9.

Thus not all of the plotted points can be used to estimate the Miles

term. More data are needed, especially in the region of high U/c.

A field study of wind wave generation was made by Snyder

and Cox (1965) in the Bahamas. The growth of a single wave com-

ponent was studied for a wind velocity range from 5 knots to 20

knots. These measurements were used and converted into U/c

units. They are scattered in the high U/c range as shown by the

t Ocean Wave Spectra (1963), p. 1Z9.

- - -
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ponent was studied for a wind velocity range from 5 knots to 20

knots. These measurem3nts were used and converted into U/c

units. They are scattered in the high U/c range as shown by the

Ocean Wave SPectra (19 6 3), p. lZ9.
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coded points.

By combining these data with the deep ocean data, the follow-

ing expression was obtained:

B(f, u$) = 6.27 (U/c) 2 e 0 l7 (c/ U ) f (hour) (5.2)

where f is in sec .

Snyder and Cox (1965) also estimated the A, or Phillips term.

Figure 2 shows one -tenth and one -twentieth of the original Phillips

estimate, and the fit of the points. This figure seems to Verify the

3
estimate made by Longuet-Higgins et al (1963). The U dependence

is not clearly established, but the scattered points seem to suggest

it.

However, Snyder and Cox suggested that the general trend

of the B term, or Miles term, is approximately linear. Accord-

ing to the diagram of their paper, the B term becomes zero in

the lower range at approximately, U/c = 0.7. The plotted points

in that diagram, however, seem to be a square or some power law

for U/c rather than a linear relationship. If the linear relation

holds, the wave spectral density does not grow below this parti-

cular frequency due to the Miles term.

From equations (5.1) and (5.2), the A term grows as a

3 2
U law and the B term grows as (U/c) . These results seem to

agree quite well with the results obtained by Snyder and Cox.

In this study, a value of one -twentieth of the original estimate

is used for the Phillips term. Hence, the equation is written as
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Fig. 2. A term growth diagram as a function of wind velocity.
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410-8U3 -6.27f/c .O17 (cit) f-s(f;t)Af (5.3)

2 -1
(ft hour - )

for Af = 1/180 sec-

6. Effect of dissipation near full developnent

According to equation (5.3), the spectrum increases with time

to infinite values. However, once the waves start to grow, energy

dissipation is supposed to follow more or less immediately. Regret-

ably, dissipation has not been studied very much, and little is

known about it.

There is a general agreement upon the sequence of spectral

growth. The variance increases slowly after starting from zero

initial condition, and the dissipation is not dominant. Thus, it grows

slowly and linearly with time in the early stage. Later, when -the

spectral component comes close to the steady state, energy dissi-

pation increases strongly, and the growth rate is slowed down. As

the input energy from the wind and the energy dissipated become

equal, the fully developed spectrum is maintained. Between these

two stages, the initial and saturated stages, there are the transitional

and exponential growth stages.

By considering these growth curves for the spectral wave

components, energy dissipation can be assumed to be a fumction

of the ratio of the spectrum at a particular moment to the fully

developed spectrum, and as a good approximati:n may be ex-

pressed in the form of
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S" S(f, t)Af = [Aff, u) + B(f. u) S(f. t)Af] [1- (5(f1 t) 1I

where S.O(f) is the fully developed spectrum for a particular wind

speed.

7. Spectral growth equation and calculation

To make the manipulation of (6. 1) easier, another function

is introduced in the A term which does not influence the growth

very much. Equation (6.1) is changed to the form

ds( t)&-I = -Y +Bs 1. - (7.1)
T L O L 4)

The solution tothis equation for a zero initial spectrum and an

infinite fetch is

A I ex(B [1+ A2-{e(Bt) -l} 2 f-
S(, -t)Af •j5~s~t L(7.2)

where A = 1.4 x IC 8 U B = 6.27(U/c 7 2 e - 0 " 17(c / U )4 - f and

t is the duration in hours.

TIf the sea is not at rest initially, equation (7.3) may be used.

sAtexpB(t+t llJ AZ{ep(B(t+t°) )}Zl-A~e0 ts~ + o }-
S(f, t)Af' ' (7.3)

where
B So-f

L '

2;0
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and SO is an initial spectral component.

The spectr-al growth for wind velocities of ZO, Z5, 30, 35, 40,

and 45 knots was computed by using equation (7.2). In the calcu-

lation, the fully developed spectra (equation (2.1)) obtained by

Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) was used. These spectral growths

are shown in figures 3(a) through (f) as a function of wind duration.

If the wind has blown constantly for a long time, the sea is

considered in a steady state. The growth is then independent of time

and the differential equation become s

d- S(;) = U S(;x) = A(w,u) + B(w,u)S(; ;x) (7.4)

where u is a group velocity of a wave component of frequency f.g

A similar computation for fetch-was performed under the same

wind velocity conditions as for duration. Figures 4 (a) through (f)

show the spectra for different fetches for wind velocities of Z0

through 45 knots.

These computations were made for modified Miles and Phillips

values. However, the spectra in terms of the original Miles and

Phillips values should be considered to check the spectra obtained

in this paper.

A reduced value for the Miles term of this paper was used

to fit his original value. The Phillips term was increased by a

factor of twenty and the Miles term was divided by eight. The

spectral shape became very different from the spectra obtained

in this study. Due to the large Phillips term, high variance occurred

in the low frequency range, and a quite flat spectral shape was
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shown. The low Mles term caused the slow growth rate in the

high frequency range. These spectra are shown in Figures 5 (a)

through (f).

8. Comparison with other results

The spectra obtained from the modified Miles -Phillips

mechanism can now be compared with other proposed spectra.

Neumann (1953) assmed that the spectrum of a component

starts to grow after the higher frequency components reach the fully

developed spectrum. Therefore, the spectrum of the partially de -

veloped sea can be obtained from the spectrum of the fully developed

sea by discarding the part of the curve below a certain frequency,

and a sharp cut-off in the forward slope of the spectrum occurs.

However, wave components which are lower than the cut -off fre -

quency probably have a snal amplitude, and the correction has

been determined empirically. The wave spectra for a 40 knot wind

at 19.5 m as given by Pierson, Neumann and James are shown

in figure 6. The cut -off frequency and the correction frequency band!

are given, but a precise forward slope of the spectra is not given.

Therefore, the spectra of figure 6 are approximated.

The spectra given in figure 6 are for a wind velocity of 36 knots

of the PNJ method, but this is the same as the spectra for a 40 knot

wind at 19.5 m. As Pierson (1964) showed, the spectral forms pro-

posed by Neumann (1953), and by Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) are

very close to each other for a 40 knot wind velocity.

In general, a comparison of figures 2(e) and 6 shows that

the spectra of this paper grow faster than the PNJ spectra in the
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early stages, and the growth rate decreases gradually with time.

NIn contrast, the PNJ spectra grow relatively slowly at first, then

they grow quite rapidly. In the spectral sense, the forward slope

of the spectrum progresses steadily toward low frequenc es.

Both have almost the same spectra at a duration of 30 hours.

The PNJ spectra reach a fully developed spectra after 36 hours,

but it takes more time for the spectra presented in this paper to

fill in the fully developed curve. For practical purposes, the needed

time to complete development after reaching 957 of the significant

wave height can be neglected. The required duration for the fully

developed sea is almost the same for the PNJ mathod and for the spectral

grow:h of this study for a 40 knot wind.

Several spectral growths have been proposed so far, and

discussed by Walden in Ocean Wave Spectra (1964). There are

many discrepancies between these proposals. The shape of the

spectra, the frequencies of the maximum energy, and the highest

spectral densities are all different in each of the proposed spectral

forms. The reason for these disagreements can be attributed to

the different methods of observation, measurement, and analysis

of the data. One of the interesting spectra was proposed by

Bretschnmeider (1959). These spectra have the property that the

energy in the higher-frequency region decrease with time. Another

striking spectral form was proposed by Gelci, Cazal6 and Vassal

(1957). These spectra contain a fast-growing portion in the higher

frequency region, which increases very slowly later, and another

portion in the lower frequency region, which develops rapidly with
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time. The latter part has a maximum energy after four hours for

a ZO knot wind and the frequency of that maximum energy is net

changed evet though the spectra are growing. This is uncommon

compared to -:he other kinds of growth that have been proposed.

All the different proposed spectra have different character -

istics, so it is hard to say which are closest to the spectra pre-

sented in this study. There is still another way to check the growth

rate. It is by a comparison of the significant wave heights in the

many proposed growth curves.

Figures (7a) and (b) show the growth rate of significant wave

height for duration and fetch for wind velocities from 20 through

45 knots, according to equations (8.2) and (8.4). These curves are

similar to the ones which were obtained by Sverdrup and Munk

(1947, as given in H. 0., Misc. 11, 275). Their curves were plotted

against "wave height", not significant wave height, but in the

ordinary sense, both quantities can be considered to be the same.

To avoid confusion, only 30 and 40 knot wind wave growth curves

are plotted on this figure. In this study, wind velocity at 19.55 m

is used, so the wind velocities were corrected for the difference

in elevation between 10 and 19.5 meters.

Other duration and fetch curves for a 40 knot wind are shown

in Figures 8(a) and 8(b. The curves of this study have a similar

character to the curves of PNJ and Titov (1955) rather than the others

in that it takes a longer time to reach a fully developed sea. The

others show a faster growth.
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This may be explained as an agcet of the initial conditions.

One of the most significant characteristics of the spectral growth

of this study is whether or not the sea is at rest initially. If

the sea is not at rest, there is sone background spectrum present.

Therefore, if a background spectrum exists, the Miles term,

B(w, u)" S(w; t) affects the spectral growth strongly at all frequencies

from the initial stage. Thus the growth is very different from the

non-background spectral sea. When the sea is not at rest initially,

the wave height will be observed to grow much faster.

A similar spectral growth computation was made by using

equation (7.3) under the assumption of a background sea. The back-

ground level (assumed white) was approximated from the observed

wave spectra for 20, 30, and 40 knot winds listed below:

wind velocity- variance (ft; frequency band of 1/180 sec-

20 0.011

40 0.280

The results of the comutation are sho-wn in figures 9 ( ), (b),
and (Ic). Clearly from these tures, a r rate is vry large.

For instance, the spectrum for a 40 -knot wind reaches the fully

developed spectrlm after 18 hours i there etsts a b ackgrou sea

as given above. T-s is an, imortant characte ristic a-t- the gro-wtN

rates of -his study.

-e open sea, bakgrQ--d spectra are always expected to

exist, and this leads to faster wave height gro-wt This mnay be
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one of the reasons for the discrepanclies between the relatively slow-

growth rate gro-ip and the rapid-growth group. The comments by

Phillips (Ocean Wave §pectra, p. 37 are well substantiated by these

results, and the correct description of low background spectra win

be an important part of any numerical wave forecasting procedure.

9. Test run for observed spectra

Several spectra for the actual sea were computed and are shown

in figures 10 (a) through (d). The observed spectra were obtained

from wave records three or six hours apart. The wind velocities

are scattered from about 40 knots to 60 knots. Unfortunately, a

moderate wind changes its force and direction frequently and does

not give a steady meteorological condition. This is the reason why

the higher velocity winds were used.

All of the seas whose spectra were used in this study were

accompanied by a strong low pressure in the North Atlantic. For

example, the spectra shown in figure 10(a) were taken at Ocean

Weather Station I at OOZ and 06Z on 8 Nov. 1959, and the low

deepened to 948 mb at 06Z to the northwest of the station. All

other spectra had a!mnost similar conditions. The best fit for a

sample hindcasted spectra is shown in figure 10(b). These spectra

were taken at OOZ and 03Z on 17 Dec. 1959 at station J. The

wind condition before that observation was as follows:

16 Dec. !5Z 210, 31 knots

18Z 250' 32 knots

21Z 250* 44 knots
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Fig. 10. Test calcuflationis for actual observed spectra.
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Then the wind started to blow very strongly,

17 Dec. OOZ 250' 60 knmots

03Z 250" 61 knots

This storm weather situation and the wave spectra were pre -

sented in detail by Bretschneider et al (1962). The spectra are far

from the fully developed spectrum, and less advective and nonlinear

effects are possible in comparison with other spectra for moderate

weather conditions. The computed spectrum can be assumed to be

quite ideal and fits the observed spectrum quite well. Other ob-

served spectra. may -have advective phenomena.

Furthermore, the observed spectral densities have sampling

variability. The influence of sampling variability in the hindcasted

spectra must also be considered. In figure 11 , two examples are

IW
shown for a frequency of 0.061 for the spectra shown in figures (a)

and (c). The rectangle is bounded by the upper and lower 95%

and 5% confidence intervals and by the 1 knot of the observed

vind velocity. The bigger the overlapped area of the observed and

hindcasted rectangles, the higher the reliability of the hindcasted

spectra. Even though the spectra of figures fa) and (c) show

disagreement at a frequency of 3.061, the hindcasted spectra can

be said to be in good agreement within the expected sampling

variability.

10. Energy balanco

The spectral growths of this study show reasonable rates

even though the apt oach to the problem has been different from
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the approaches described in Ocean Wave pctra. However, one
-1

defect is lack of data. The data used were very limited and data

from the different sources were combined. This suggests that an-

other method is required to check this growlth.

Energy considerations may be one solution to this problem.

When the sea is fully developed, the energy input from the winds

must be balanced by the energy dissipation in the water. If the

dissipation assumption in equation (6.1) is netrlcted, the spectrum

can keep growing higher than the saturated value.

Energy input estimations from the winds to the waves are

very vague. One possible way for an energy investigation is the

consideration of the amount of available energy in the atmosphere.

Until the sea is saturated, the energy from the -ind feeds the

waves. After saturation, however, the energy input from the wind

balances the dissipative energy in the sea. At a given height, the

air moving with some mean horizontal velocity receives energy

from the upper layer, and that energy equals

E ru (10. )

where r is the stress which is exerted on the air at that level,

and u is the mean horizontal wind velocity. This stress is

computed by using a drag coefficient 'then the vertical wind profile

is assum-ed to be the logfarith-nic -wind profile,

T (10.Z)

where C is the drag coefficient.
D



In this study, the drag coefficient obtained by -Sheppard (1958)

was used.

C 10.80 + 0.114 U1 ) x 10-3  (10.3)

where U 1 0 is the wind speed in meters per second at 10 w.

Until the sea reaches the saturated state, a part of the energy

is transmitted to the sea surface, and raises the wave height. After

saturation, the energy transmitted from the air should be balanced

by the energy dissipated in the breaking waves. The transmitted

energy at a given level in the air can be more than the energy dis -

si-ated in the water because it can be dissipated in the lower layers

of the air. If the dissipated energy is much larger than the trans-

mited energy, the spectral growth of this study must be rejected.

The transmitted energy is computed at the level of one half of the

significant wave height.

Calculations of the energy transmitted downward at the level

of one half o! the significant wave height and the energy dissipated

in the brea king waves of a fily developed sea are shown in figure

12. The two curves are close. The energy input from the winds is

not known to good accuracy, but this energy consideration can be

considered one of the means to check the growth rates of this

paper.

11. Conclusion

The spectra were computed for the wind velocity from 23 to

45 knots and are shown in the figures. The growth rate of this

study is not rapid, but it is similar to the growth rate of Pierson,
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iNe.-mann and James (1955), and of Titov (1955) i- a general sense.

The spectrum of t:s study needs 30 ho-s or 600 nautical miles

to reach the 90% of the d,_!ly developed significant wave height for a

40 knot -- ind at 19.5 m. These gu1res seem large i- comparison

with the other proposed values like the growth rate f 'Darbyshire.

But these discrepancies may be explained by the exi.stence of

background svect-a. Also the Phhips term rnects the growth

rate quite strolgily.

The lacck of more adequate data was the wea point of th s

study, so an energy balance bet.een- the atmosphere and t1e waves

was considered, and the res-lt showed good agreemen. Aso

test calculations were mnade to check the actual obse-ved spectra,

and some of them showed good reliability.

The result of this study can be used for a practical -avve

forecasting tecbnique instead of the empirical growth relation.

But even a little change of the constants obtained in this study

affects the gro-th rate of spectra. Further study in terms of a

numerical hindcasting procedure should i prove on these results-
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APPENDIX

List of Code Symbols

Symbol Record Number Wind velocity Duration Position
(knots) (hours)

L' JH 26 - I 7 50-50 3 A

O JHA. 9 - JHA 10 60-61 3 3

* JHC 38 - JHC 39 45-42 6 3

x JFIC 73- JHC 74 43-43 3

JHC 74 - JHC 75 43-44 3 3

JHC 156 -JI-IC 157 40-41 3 3

V DL 50 -DL 51 55-56 6 A


